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1 The CKM matrix 

★ In the SM, the quark fields interact with both the gauge fields and 

the Higgs field —— the very origin of flavor mixing and CP violation.  

 If the quark Yukawa interactions were absent, those weak charged-
current interactions would always be flavor-diagonal; 
 

 If the quark interactions with gauge fields were absent, the Yukawa 
interactions of quarks would always be flavor-diagonal.      

★ So a nontrivial mismatch between the flavor and mass eigenstates 

of quarks results in flavor mixing (           ) and CP violation (            ).  Nq ≥ 2 Nq ≥ 3 

★ In the mass-eigenstate basis, it’s the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 

matrix that describes quark flavor mixing and CP violation. The only 
constraint on the CKM matrix, imposed by the SM itself, is unitarity.   

 Way (1): measuring the moduli to test the normalization conditions   
 Way (2): measuring the triangles to test the orthogonality relations     



 
2 The b-flavored twins 

★ Higher-precision measurements of b-flavored 

twin CKM unitarity triangles will be available, at 
both super-B factory and High-luminosity LHCb. 

 The most studied triangle: 

Its apex: 

(from data) 

rescaled 

 The b-flavored twin sister: 

Its apex: 

(by definition) 

 

rescaled 



 
3 Constraints on the “red” sister 

Its vertex: 

Particle Data Group 2019 

Constraints from: 
 

 CPV in K mixing 
 Bd mixing 
 Bs mixing 
 B decays 
 CPV in B decays 

How about its twin sister? 



 
4 Wolfenstein’s expansion 

A. Buras et al 94,  
M. Kobayashi 94, 
Z. Xing 94,  
J. Charles et al 04   

L. Wolfenstein 83 

Z. Xing, D. Zhang 
2019 



 
5 The twin: how similar? 

Orbit: 

(PDG 2019) 

red 
blue 
circle 



 
6 How to test experimentally? 

★ To measure apexes of the red and blue triangles, so as to examine 

the consistency of the CKM unitarity, if the latter can be established.    

Constraints from: 
 

 CPV in K mixing 
 Bd mixing 
 Bu / Bd decays 
 CPV in Bu / Bd decays 

Constraints from: 
 

 CPV in K mixing 
 Bs mixing 
 Bu / Bs decays 
 CPV in Bu / Bs decays 

 

indistinguishable? 

a tiny difference? 

Available to extract  and  now.       Is it possible to extract  and ?  



 
7 A useful reference 



 
8 Two-loop RGEs 

Two-loop RGEs for quark Yukawa couplings and CKM matrix elements 
(M. Machacek, M. Vaughn 84; V. Barger et al 93; M. Luo, Y. Xiao 03):   

V. Barger et al 93 

We find them valid up to           . 

SM: 

MSSM: 

 
1-loop 
 

2-loop 



 
9 Some observations 

The twin rescaled UTs are stable against changes of the energy scale; 

The original UTs enlarge or shrink, but their shapes keep unchanged. 

 Wolfenstein parameters run in this way, up to an accuracy of           :   

 In the SM:                                                            ,  
 
in the MSSM this ratio is roughly                          .      

 Integral form of the evolution of Wolfenstein parameters:   

One- and two-loop functions: 

A numerical illustration is given below. 

 





 
11 Conclusions 

★ In the high precision measurement era signified by super-B factory 

and High-luminosity LHCb, it makes sense to probe and establish the 
other CKM unitarity triangles.   

★ It is especially interesting to separately establish and compare the 

b-flavored twin triangles, to test consistency of the SM prediction.  

★ Our calculations show tiny differences between the twins, and their 

stability against two-loop RGE running with energy scales. The same 
study can be extended to the other four CKM triangles.  

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION     

★ A similar study can be extended to the PMNS unitarity triangles in 

the lepton sector, in particular after CP violation is observed.  



 
12 Backup: on leptons 

The lepton unitarity triangles in the 
complex plane can be studied in a 
similar way. Here let us take a pair 
of them for the sake of illustration.   


